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Credits: European Space Agency, NASA, J.-P. Kneib 
(Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées) and R. Ellis (Caltech)

The shape and intensity of lensed images requires the presence 
of ~5 times more mass than is visible in those galaxies !

Invisible dark matter

Galaxy cluster Abell 2218

http://www.esa.int/
http://www.nasa.gov/
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There are many things in the sky we cannot “see” since 
they do not emit light (dead stars, planets and asteroids, 

“chunks of stuff” left around by the big bang ….)

So, why is the existence of dark matter interesting? Is its 
origin known, or is it unknown and puzzling? 

What do we reeeeally know about the matter around us 
and far away in the universe?



⇒
The Standard Model

complete formulation: ~1973
conclusive experimental confirmation: 2012







EW symmetry breaking
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• Simplicity (of the building blocks and their interactions): 
complexity emerges from the large variety of 
combinations of large aggregates of elementary objects 
(like the LEGO sets!)

• Unity (of the laws of interaction)

• Unicity (of the elements): 

“a proton is a proton is a proton”

• Uniqueness (of the fundamental laws): independence 
from place, time and external conditions

Main conceptual results



How empty is the vacuum?

…. introducing the Higgs boson
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The Higgs field and particles’ masses

17

Light propagating in a medium is slowed down by its 
continuos interaction with the medium itself

⇒ cmedium < cvaccum

The time it takes to move 
across the medium is longer 

than if light were 
propagating in the vacuum,

Think of the Higgs field as being a continuum medium embedding the 
whole Universe. Particles interacting with it will undergo a similar 

“slow-down” phenomenon. Rather than “slowing down”, however, the 
interaction with the Higgs medium gives them “inertia” => mass



Detecting the Higgs boson

18

Like any other medium, the Higgs continuum background 
can be perturbed. Similarly to what happens if we bang on 
a table, creating sound waves, if we “bang” on the Higgs 

background (something achieved by concentrating a lot of 
energy in a small volume) we can stimulate “Higgs 

waves”. These waves manifest themselves as particles,  the 
so-called Higgs bosons



Detecting the Higgs boson

18

Like any other medium, the Higgs continuum background 
can be perturbed. Similarly to what happens if we bang on 
a table, creating sound waves, if we “bang” on the Higgs 

background (something achieved by concentrating a lot of 
energy in a small volume) we can stimulate “Higgs 

waves”. These waves manifest themselves as particles,  the 
so-called Higgs bosons

What is required is that the energy available be 
larger than the Higgs mass ⇒ LHC !!!



Example of Higgs production process 
at the LHC
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A simulated event of Dark Matter production at 
the LHC. DM is “observed” by the lack of a 

visible recoil pointing to the lower-left direction 
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